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Introduction 

 

At the Fiji Government's Economic Summit, a wide range of apparently reasoned as well as some 

obviously irrational arguments in support of the Government's wage freeze were made. A few 

voices were raised in disagreement, but, surrounded by a chorus of approval for the Government's 

action, these were easily ignored and their arguments swept under the carpet.    Here, I shall limit 

my comments to the reasoned economic arguments presented by the Fiji Government at the 

Summit, as summarised in the NES Information Paper, “The Wage Freeze:  summary of 

Government Position”. 

 

The substance of the Government's arguments at the summit were not significantly different from 

those presented in the paid advertisements in the two Fiji dailies. I have critically examined these 

arguments previously ("Alternatives to the Unilateral Wage Freeze", The Fiji Times, 1st February, 

1985).  

 

At the Government Summit, the Hon. Minister of Finance, in replying to my comments there, 

stated that the Government would be responding in detail to my specific criticisms. However, this 

response still has not appeared although I believe that one department which was asked to respond, 

found itself in agreement with at least some of my criticisms.     

 

It is important for this Labour Summit and its credibility with the public at large not to be 

irrationally opposed to the totality of the Fiji Government's position.  In imposing the blanket 

wages and salaries freeze (referred to as a wages freeze from now on), the Government has 

presented an assessment of Fiji's economic problems; it has articulated the objectives of the freeze 

and the manner in which certain development aims will, in the Government's view, be satisfied by 

this freeze. In their justification of the unilateral freeze, there are some explicitly political elements 

such as their alleged governmental right to take unilateral action, regardless of formal agreements 

signed by the Government itself (as in the Tripartite Agreement).  

 

Here, I shall confine myself to the Government's economic arguments.    I argue in this paper that 

we can take each and every economic justification the Government has provided for the freeze and 

show that, given the Government's own fundamental Development Plan objectives, there were and 

are superior methods of achieving exactly the same goals as stated by the Government without 

departing from the Government's own Development Plans. 

 

We ought to be able to show that the Government is implicitly and fundamentally following an 

ideology of development which has a political rather than an economic basis; that their Wages 
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Policy, taken together with other policies on incentives, subsidies, taxation etc., contradicts their 

fundamental development objectives, to the detriment of the majority of the lower income people 

of the country; and that, with the implicit (silent) collusion in this ideology by the official 

opposition party in Parliament (excluding anomalies such as their youth wings), the economic 

rights of workers in Parliament need political protection, not economic justification. 

 

The Government Position 

 

The starting point of the Government's arguments is the disastrous economic decline in Fiji's 

economy: the receipts from our main export, sugar had plummeted, with a corresponding decline in 

the incomes of cane farmers; there have been hurricanes and droughts; wages and salaries have 

gone out of line (not dropped together) with national income; the Government has had to borrow to 

meet its operating expenses; the country was spending more than it earned; consequently, the best 

response possible was a blanket wages and salaries freeze.  

 

The Government's main economic arguments were that: 

 

(a) the country would save $36 million by the freeze. The Government's share of the savings would 

be spent on development projects, creating jobs and incomes and alleviating poverty. 

 

(b) the private sector's savings would allegedly be invested directly, or if not, would be injected into 

the country's financial system for eventual investment. 

 

(c) the reduced wages and salaries would help the balance of payments by reducing imports. 

 

(d) the wage freeze would keep down exporters' costs and help Fiji compete with countries with 

even lower wages. 

 

(e) the International Monetary Fund experts also thought that Fiji's salaries were 15% too high; that 

if Fiji went bankrupt, the IMF medicine, before it gave helping loans, would require trade 

liberalisation, which would mean even greater loss of jobs in Fiji. 

 

(f) in any case, the Government had cushioned the impact of the freeze by extending the list of 

items under price control. 

 

(g) they had further returned $5+ millions previously paid by the public as a special tax. 

 

(h) that the unionised wage and salaried people were a privileged group in Fiji against whom other 

more disadvantaged groups like cane farmers, rural workers and subsistence farmers, had to be 

“protected”. 

 

Before we analyse these arguments in depth, it is important to be clear about the direct and initial 

impact of the wage freeze. 
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The income and wealth effects of the freeze 

 

At the same time that the wage freeze was imposed, the Government also announced a freeze in 

dividend rates. Let us be quite clear that the long-run income and wealth effects of the dividends 

freeze has vastly different effects from the wages freeze: the dividends freeze will not imply any 

long-run welfare loss for profit-makers as it does for wage earners. Where dividends are receivable, 

the employers' previous year's level of dividends will be allowed. On top of that, however, what 

would have normally gone as wage increases to employees, becomes the property of the private 

employer, and becomes available for disposal later, as dividends.  If not so disposed of later, the 

capital value of the employer's enterprise must correspondingly rise .  

 

The net effect must be that the wages and salaries freeze means a forced transfer/gift of what would 

have gone to employees as increments to their wages and salaries, into the ownership of the 

employers. You might say that there is a forced transfer of wealth from the employees to the 

employers.  This permanent loss of funds by the employees, must be kept as a separate issue from 

the question of the eventual disposal of the resulting "savings".     

 

Where the private employers are involved, there is clearly no equity or justice in this policy. By 

making the wealthy wealthier and the poor poorer, the wages and salaries freeze does exactly the 

opposite of what the Government has claimed as one of its fundamental objectives in various 

development plans - that of making Fiji's distribution of income and wealth more egalitarian.     

 

Furthermore, in so far as the private sector will invest these funds only if the  investment is 

profitable enough by Fiji's standards, their wealth holdings will be increased even further, if the 

Government's hopes are realized. The gap between the rich and poor will inevitably diverge even 

further.     

 

Therefore, given that the Government's policy has a direct regressive and negative effect on our 

lower income people, it is vital to ask two fundamental questions : firstly, is there any certainty that 

the government's hopes for positive effects from the wages and salaries freeze will eventuate; and 

secondly, were there any alternative methods of achieving exactly the same objectives without 

hitting the lower income people as well. 

 

It is hoped by the Government that  

 

(a): the savings to Government would be used by the Government for investment in 

development projects 

 

(b): the savings to the private sector be invested directly by them, or 

 

(c): if unable to be invested by them, would eventually end up in the financial system for 

use by some borrower who would invest ultimately. 

 

In case (a) above, if one assumes that the government spends the savings according to development 

priorities which are acceptable to society, the positive effects in terms of general development 
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might seem obvious.  Moreover, there are no private beneficiaries beyond specific groups who 

might be favoured by government priorities and spending.  

 

But two questions would still remain and have yet to be answered by the Government and its 

advisers: 

 

(i) should the government have obtained the savings for this objective by extracting it from the 

lower income people? 

 

(ii) why did the Government (and it still continues to do so) ask only the waged and salaried 

employees to make this sacrifice and not the profit and interest earners as well?     

 

In case (b) above, it has been amply pointed out that there is no guarantee that the employer will 

indeed invest the relatively increased profits made available by the freeze.  

 

If, for instance, the wage freeze leads to the foreign or local employing firm legally or illegally 

repatriating their increased profits out of the country, Fiji will be a net loser.  From the national 

point of view, there will be no gain showing for the sacrifice made by the wage earners.    This 

result may be a distinct possibility if, due to a lack of domestic demand in the economy because of 

reduced export earnings, the increased liquidity could not be profitably invested by the private 

sector in their preferred areas of investment. Indeed, at the Government Summit, it was intimated 

by the FNPF representative that the private sector was less than willing to take up available funds at 

the market rate of interest.  

 

Lastly, even if the private sector did invest the extra profits, this would increase their own wealth 

holdings at the sacrifice of the employee's. The basic question would still remain, whether there 

were any more equitable, alternative  methods available for the private sector to be allowed to 

invest further, without eroding the employee's interest.     

 

Finally, in case (c) above, where the employer's extra profits would end up in the financial system 

if he did not invest the funds, he would still retain his ownership of the extra profits due to the 

freeze, and continue to earn the market rate of interest on that. But what would the employer have 

done to deserve being given his employee's savings? Why should the employer be rewarded for 

merely carrying the extra savings to his bank when it is the employees who are making the 

sacrifice? 

 

Again, we have heard no answers from the Government beyond assertions that the private sector 

was not making outrageous profits. In our arguments, we make no statements about the level of 

profits beyond the truism that different sectors are making different levels of profits and ought not 

to be treated indiscriminately.  

 

All we state is that, if sacrifices are to be made, they should not be demanded only from the 

employees but also from employers, who are better placed to make the sacrifices. Secondly, 

amongst employees, the burden of the sacrifice ought to be borne by the relatively higher incomes.  
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To all the alternatives above, we have asked the basic question: were there more equitable 

alternative methods available to the government of ensuring that adequate savings for development 

were created without having the above negative effects? 

 

Alternative methods of raising development funds 

 

Without any doubt, there do exist fairer methods of achieving the Government's fundamental 

objective of ensuring funds for development, and the mechanisms are already available to the 

Government and the private sector, and have all been in use. These include 

 

(1) To the private sector employees, distributing equity shares in the enterprise instead of wage and 

salary increases. It is clear that if the Government's ultimate aim is to simply create funds for 

development, regardless of ownership, this would be the fairer way of doing so. The employers 

would have available on their hands the funds for expansion if they so wanted, without a welfare 

sacrifice from their employees. As in the case of the NLDC acquiring shares in the brewery - 

presumably with the blessing and backing of the influential elements in Government - the 

advantages (in this specific case, only the principle of spreading equity shares amongst employees : 

one might question the wisdom of linking profits to any community with the "success" of this 

industry  are many : workers share in the profits they create; they are tied in a more responsible 

way to the success of their industry; and the probability of disputes may be lessened and efficiency 

increased.   

 

Should a company not wish to share equity ownership with its employees, it would of course then 

need to be asked whether the Prime Minister's use of the concept of our nation as being one happy 

"Family" would have any relevance. If equity ownership was to be denied to the employee 

members of the "family", on what basis could the Government ask them to only bear the burden 

and sacrifice in times of economic distress.  

 

If at the Government Summit the dominant rhetoric was the need to divide the national cake to all 

in the family and not just to the select unionised workers, why ought not  this concept be extended 

to sharing the equity ownership, which is the icing on our national cake. Or are our employee 

members of the family entitled only to make sacrifices. 

 

(2) Using the technique of promissory notes for both public and private sectors.    Even if one were 

to accept that equity ownership in our economy is not likely to be willingly distributed by the 

owners, there were still other alternatives available to the private sector for raising investment 

funds equitably.        

 

It would have been a simple matter for the private sector to have done what the Government has 

recently done (although we hope not as disastrously) by issuing promissory notes in lieu of wage 

and salary increases. By making them non-negotiable, with differing periods of maturity, and 

issuing them on a graduated scale, the private and public sector would be killing many birds with 

one stone : it would be an effective loan (short, medium or long-term, depending on the date of 

maturity) from the employees; liquidity would not be injected into the economy as consumption 

expenditure by the employees (it still might be by the employers); the long-term gain would be 

greatest to the lower income earners (depending on the degree of graduation) thus furthering 
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Government Development Plan objectives of reducing income inequalities. This might also 

eliminate inegalitarian blunders requiring large individual amounts to be paid out to higher income 

earners through awards such as the Nichol and Hurst award.   

 

(3) Requiring greater FNPF contributions for both the public and private sectors.  Most painlessly 

and with the least amount of administrative and political problems, the Government could have 

made more funds available for development by increasing FNPF contributions by the employers 

and employees. These could be for the short, medium, or long term; they could be again on some 

graduated scale so that the lower income people received proportionately more than the upper 

income people.    The positive effects would be many : those who could afford the payments would 

be required to pay; the employees would add security to their future in proportion to the sacrifices 

they currently make; the wage and salary earners would have their current incomes (and 

expenditures) reduced by the comparable amounts, as also would the receivers of profits and 

dividends.     

 

Most importantly, the fundamental aims of the Government would be met: the extra funds would 

become available for investment in the economy without asking for the lower income people to 

bear a disproportionate share of the burden.  If we assumed that FNPF loan allocations were 

optimal in some developmental sense (perhaps conforming to the Government's Development Plan 

objectives), then the funds would be used wisely.  

 

We might point out that the Government itself is already the largest borrower from the FNPF and at 

least this portion of the funds might be appropriately used to the extent that Government 

expenditure is currently appropriate.  

 

(4) If all of the above were rejected (and Government ought to be asked to fully justify their 

position, especially since rejection would also contradict their Development Plan objectives), the 

Government could still have ensured that the wage and salaries freeze did not hit the lowest paid 

people in our society.  

 

They could have applied a graduated wage freeze giving lower income people full cost of living 

adjustments, reducing the increase as one went up the income levels, with a cutoff point for a full 

freeze upwards.     

 

As the findings of the Fiji Employment and Development Mission (FEDM) indicate, while the 

breadth of poverty is wider in our rural areas, the depth of poverty is greatest in the urban areas 

among our wage employees. The examples of the sweated garment workers, the over-worked and 

under-paid nurses in hospitals, and the non-unionised workers, need no elaboration.  

 

Supporting a wage freeze for these under-privileged elements in our society as well as the higher 

income people gives no credit to the Government. The welfare of these people could very well have 

been protected while achieving the Government's stated goal of creating savings for development. 

 

(5) The understanding throughout ought to be at all times that if an employer could grant the wage 

and salary increases without interfering with the normal viability of his enterprise, then this should 
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be granted. This would be the normal running of the economy. Government would not be 

transferring wealth from the rich to the poor or vice versa.  

 

(5) It should be pointed out that by asking for sacrifices to be made by employees on an enterprise 

basis, there is no distinction being made between firms really needing relief and firms which are 

perfectly able to continue on their own steam. In addition, by distinguishing between employers 

and employees, the government completely ignores the fundamental principles of horizontal and 

vertical equity which guide progressive systems of taxation. Obviously wealthy participants at the 

Government Summit had complained of the Government's 'confiscatory' taxation.  

 

Yet it is the wage freeze which confiscates from the employees to give to the employers, regardless 

of income levels and ability to be 'taxed' in this manner.    In such a situation, if the Government 

wishes to raise extra development funds on an equitable basis one obvious solution would be to 

make their personal income tax system more steeply progressive so as to place the burden on those 

able to bear it. This would affect employees, employers, receivers of rent and interest, all as 

equitably as the Fiji Taxation system currently does. 

 

All the alternatives outlined above would have answered the government's stated objectives of the 

freeze. at the same time, they are also compatible with the major objectives of the Fiji government's 

own development plan: equity ownership would be spread wider; the savings of the lower income 

people would not be diverted to the wealthier classes; the development funds, through the FNPF, 

could be made available to successful borrowers according to FNPF lending criteria; the 

Government itself would probably gain preferential access to the funds in any case.     

 

Indeed, one could suggest that in so far as the Fiji Government's capital and recurrent expenditure 

may be expected to generate more "development" than private sector investment on purely private 

criteria, many of the above alternatives must be seen as superior to the Government's blanket wages 

and salaries freeze strategy.    This must surely suggest an anomalous and contradictory situation: if 

economic rationality according to the Fiji Government's own Development Plan objectives 

demands a strategy along the alternative lines suggested above, why would the Government have 

decided to follow a strategy contrary to their own alleged long-term goals. Are the priorities of the 

Cabinet different from those stated in the Development Plans?  

 

The saving of foreign exchange argument 

 

At the Government Summit, the spectre of a nation bankrupt in foreign exchange, was elevated to 

the level of a modern-day economic nightmare by Government spokesmen. There were references 

to Jamaica and the peculiar conditions prevailing there, completely ignoring the significant 

differences between Jamaica and Fiji which make Jamaica unsuitable as a model of fear for Fiji.  

 

Indeed, it was pointed out by the author of the Report of the Fiji Employment and Development 

Mission that it was precisely that country which had got into acute and serious difficulties because 

it ignored all social considerations.     

 

While one may expect Governments to sometimes present political decisions as economically 

necessitated decisions, on the question of the balance of payments argument, independent financial 
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advisers to the Government, like the Reserve Bank of Fiji, have also advocated the wages and 

salaries freeze as the preferred method of solving our foreign exchange problem.  The author's 

experience suggests that both the Government and the Reserve Bank are adept at skirting awkward 

questions (the questions in this section were again raised by the author while taking part, together 

with Sir Vijay, and Mr Siwatibau and Mr Lionel Yee, in the Economics Association symposium on 

the FEDM Report, held at the Reserve Bank.   

 

Nevertheless, it is important for the participants to this Labour Summit to be able to answer this key 

argument in the Government's arsenal.   The Government has argued that the wages freeze will help 

the balance of payments. The argument goes that of the $36 million to be saved, had it not been for 

the wages and salaries freeze, some $18 million would have gone out of the country to pay for 

imports. Not granting the wage and salary increase has therefore allegedly helped the country's 

balance of payments by roughly that amount, thus enabling the country to spend these precious 

foreign exchange savings on such necessary import items as medicine, raw materials and 

machinery.  

 

Now there is absolutely no doubt that Fiji, like any other country with a national currency trading 

with other countries,  must have adequate foreign exchange reserves in order to carry on its foreign 

exchange transactions with confidence. However, there are severe problems with advocating a 

blanket wage freeze in order to save foreign exchange or to divert foreign exchange from 

consumption goods to capital goods.  

 

The basic question needs to be answered: is this the optimal method of diverting foreign exchange 

from unnecessary imports to imports vitally necessary for Fiji's development?       

 

Let me illustrate the Government's response by using the "well-being of the Family" analogy used 

so frequently by the Government (the Head of the Family) to justify the imposition of the wage 

freeze. We know that whenever the members of the family purchase unnecessary items from 

abroad, we are at the same time exporting employment and income generation abroad.   

 

If the members of the Family persist in looking over our national walls at foreign goods and 

services, the Head of the Family could try a number of remedies: he could try to educate the family 

members into eliminating unnecessary imports; he could make it more expensive for family 

members to bring in imports by building the tariff walls higher; he could ban specific imports 

altogether from being brought over the wall; he could even, albeit crudely,  make all imports more 

expensive relative to domestic goods and services (by devaluation) so that the family members 

would be encouraged through the market to purchase less imports.      

 

But what happens in our Fiji Family, to prevent Fiji people looking over the wall ? The feet of the 

wage and salary earners are cut off! The real incomes (and thus their entire expenditure on essential 

and non-essential items) of employees only, are reduced, allegedly in order to prevent them from 

spending any more on imported goods and services.    Clearly, the policy of restricting people's 

wages, whose very level constitutes their standard of living, in order to reduce imports, is absurd.  

 

Whatever economic policy one wishes to follow must surely have the economic well-being of the 

people, and especially the lower income people, as the ultimate goal. It is totally nonsensical to 
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knock the standard of living of the lower income people in order to have a successful balance of 

payments policy.  To see the policy in its full absurdity, we note that the Government could reduce 

all wages to zero and save even more in foreign exchange.  

 

The most obvious response of any sensible economist would be to ask why the Government does 

not cut the vast amount of low-priority imports - either directly by prohibitive tariff increases and 

outright restrictions, or indirectly by prohibiting specific loans spent on unnecessary imports.    

Imports of food and manufactured items are each worth about $100 millions. Of this, one could 

easily pick out unnecessary import items. Major items such as private cars could be cut severely to 

give a boost to local garages and repair shops, thus saving foreign exchange, local jobs and income. 

The same argument would apply to a vast range of items such as furniture, housing material, 

clothing and other basic items for which substantial local inputs of labour and/or materials are 

possible.     

 

IF the Government MUST insist on directly manipulating the income distribution in order to save 

foreign exchange, there is a more obvious solution which would be compatible with the 

Government's stated development objectives of eliminating poverty, raising standards of living of 

the lower income people, and reducing income and wealth disparities in our society. The 

fundamental reality of our patterns of expenditure is that it is not the lower income people who 

consume the bulk of unnecessary imports but it is usually the case that the higher income people 

have a higher marginal propensity to import out of their incomes. The obvious policy should 

therefore have been to redistribute income away from the higher brackets, towards the lower 

incomes by a graduated incomes policy hitting the higher income people the most. There would no 

doubt be some net saving of foreign exchange.    But the current policy of Government, in boosting 

the incomes of employers who inevitably are in the higher income brackets, and who tend to 

consume more imported goods, does precisely the opposite.  

 

To the extent that the employers unproductively consume the increased savings handed to them by 

the wages and salaries freeze, far from saving foreign exchange in the private sector, there may 

well be a net loss through unproductive consumption.   It also should be observed that through their 

patterns of  expenditure and transfers, the lower income people have greater linkages with the 

domestic economy (through transfers etc) and especially with elements who are less import 

oriented than the higher income people.  Not only would an incomes policy favouring the lower 

income people have beneficial effects on the balance of payments, but there would also be 

relatively greater multiplier effects on income and employment.     

 

Lastly, with respect to the saving of foreign exchange argument, there is no doubt that if the wage 

increases foregone are spent on developmental projects there are benefits for the economy. But 

there does not necessarily have to be any net conservation of foreign exchange since development 

projects themselves have a fairly high import content.  

 

The positive effect of creating development capital (which might in future save foreign exchange) 

must therefore be considered a quite separate issue from the conservation of foreign exchange 

argument. 
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The competitive exports argument 

 

 The Government has argued that the freeze would keep down the costs of exporters, make our 

exports more competitive with those of other countries, and increase exports and employment.    

Yet few of our exports, except sugar, compete internationally. The sugar industry is already one of 

the most competitive in the world and any further reduction of wages in this sector would simply be 

tending to a reversion to the old colonial days of exploited labour.    As to products on the world 

market in which Fiji might be able to compete, it would be extremely doubtful if Fiji could reduce 

its wages to the poverty-stricken levels of India, Taiwan and Brazil. 

 

As the Fiji Employment and Development Mission Report points out, in many of these countries, 

unskilled wages have fallen to levels where further reductions would actually increase unit costs as 

losses in efficiency outweighed the savings in wage costs. 

 

It is indeed ironic that the FEDM Report itself points out the insignificance and non-

competitiveness of Fiji's manufacturing sector (excluding sugar). More importantly, these latest 

advisers to the Government point out emphatically that they do not see the manufacturing sector 

carrying Fiji's burden in the short run or even the medium term (over which we expect the freeze to 

hold).     

 

Finally, if the Government does wish certain of our exports to be competitive abroad, why would 

anyone in their right mind, not simply manipulate wages, profits, subsidies in that product line 

only, and only for exports, instead of applying the freeze across the board.  

 

Take the garment workers whose wages have also been frozen at their miserable levels. We note 

that some of their employers are quite prepared to buy Australian import quotas at $4 per unit of 

item exported, while the labour content of the unit is no doubt a fraction of that. What kind of a 

solution is Government imposing in such a situation by freezing wages, when the real problem lies 

with an exploitative Australian Government and the Australian sellers of import quotas, both 

skimming off the largest share of the surplus extracted from our garment workers. 

 

The IMF and wages 

 

According to the Government's advertisement in the dailies regarding the freeze, it is claimed that 

not only did the International Monetary Fund think that the public sector wages were 15% too high, 

but so apparently were the general wage and salary levels in the private sector as well. The 

advertisement claimed that the IMF was suggesting not just a wage freeze but a wage reduction, 

which the Government was allegedly reluctant to follow.     

 

It should be pointed out, however, that BOTH the Government and the IMF are advocating the 

same policy, with the difference being one merely of degree. If the Government's wage freeze 

holds, while the cost of living keeps rising, then automatically real wages will decline although the 

nominal wages remain the same. The nominal wage freeze is, over time, actually a decline in the 

real standard of living as prices continue to rise.     
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Secondly, one looks quite vainly for any explanation as to how wages in Fiji came to be 15% too 

high. One might ask  

 

(a) too high relative to which wages ? 

 

(b) how could wages be too high by exactly 15% in such diverse occupations as the lowly-paid and 

exploited garments industry workers, the hospital nurses, the typists, the mineworkers, or the 

relatively well-off bankers, brewery workers, University lecturers, the Permanent Secretaries, the 

Parliamentarians ? 

 

(c) if wages and salaries are too high by 15% should not the same statement be made about profits ? 

What of the banking industry, the brewery, the cigarette company, the immensely profitable 

wholesalers and retailers.  

 

Or are we to conclude that in hard times, only those earning wages and salaries are to bear the brunt 

of adjustment? 

 

It is unfortunate that those in Government who use IMF opinion as justification for domestic 

policies, fail to acknowledge the traditional bias of the International Monetary Fund towards (in 

this order) the dominant Western countries, the dominant foreign capitalists in Third World 

countries, the dominant local capitalists and the other wealthy elements in society.  

 

The Government may, with justification, be chary of becoming indebted to the IMF, but that is a 

separate issue from using IMF opinion as gospel. 

 

The IMF and trade liberalisation 

 

There is a lot of basis for the Government belief that the IMF medicine of trade liberalisation leads 

to the death of local industries or to their being taken over by foreign capital.    But two questions 

arise : would the IMF prescription be correct and therefore should be followed in any case ? Or is it 

incorrect but that the Government simply believes that once in its clutches one would be forced to 

follow even if incorrect? 

 

We know that the dominant Western countries do not follow free trade policies : witness the quotas 

imposed by United States on Japanese cars and European steel; the restrictions placed by nearly all 

Western countries on the efficiently and competitively produced textiles of the Third World 

countries. This is brought home with a vengeance with the recent conflict between Fiji's garment 

industry and Australian barriers.  It is mostly in Third World countries that we find the IMF flexing 

its muscles for the opening up of their economies to free trade and alleged 'global market forces'. 

 

Equally, it would seem obvious from the manner in which the Government gives financial 

incentives and protection from cheap imports to local industries, that it does not itself believe in the 

free market doctrine. Clearly, they do not believe in the IMF 'medicine', but would not, quite 

understandably, wish to fall in its clutches through bankruptcy.  
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We might therefore quite reasonably ask whether the IMF's assessment of Fiji's wages and salaries 

being 15% too high might not also be as suspect as its trade liberalisation doctrines.    We are not 

suggesting that there is no problem with the structure of wages and salaries in Fiji. It would be clear 

from the deterioration in the world price of sugar and the improbability, baring some crisis in the 

major sugar-producing countries of the world, that there will be any long term improvement.  

 

Thus there is no doubt some validity in the Government's logic that with the coming crisis, some 

sort of national incomes policy must necessarily be called for 

 

Protection of low income people through price control 
 

The Government has claimed that the impact of the wages and salaries freeze was being cushioned 

by a selective price freeze. But anyone knowing what affects the price level in the Fijian economy 

would know that even a full price freeze is ineffective, let alone the highly selective one imposed 

by the Government in dribs and drabs.     

 

The reasons are obvious : with half of consumption items being supplied by imports, the price 

increases in these items would have to be, and have been virtually automatically granted by the 

Prices and Incomes Board; with most items "locally manufactured" deriving their inputs from 

abroad, these items have also had their price increases granted, with quite a few of the basic items 

consumed by the lower income people; with the recurring hurricanes, with no price control on 

subsistence foods etc, these local foods, also consumed largely by the lower income people have 

also risen in price to reflect market scarcity; lastly, with the smallness of the Fiji's market, loss of 

profit through price control on selected items are usually countered by the wholesalers and retailers 

through price increases in the uncontrolled items.     

 

It is totally unsurprising therefore to find that the Consumer Prices Index in the months following 

the wages freeze to still indicate rates of inflation similar to the periods before the selective price 

freeze.  Between October 1984 and April 1985, for instance, the CPI rose by 5.0% for just these 

five months alone (derived from Statistical News, Bureau of Statistics, 30th April, 1985).  

 

The rate of inflation for the year from October 1984 (the freeze was applied in November), is 

certainly going to be more than 5% since it is unlikely that the next six months will have an average 

of zero.  

 

Even then, this is still not the best indicator of the cost of living increase we can expect for our 

lower income people. It is well known that the lower income people pay a higher proportion of 

their incomes on food, than does the "average" household whose expenditure patterns are used to 

weight the CPI. The food prices index, on the other hand, rose in the same period by a mammoth 

12.2%.  

 

Using the above indicators as a very rough guide, one could suggest that the cost of living of the 

lower income people has probably increased for these six months alone, by between 5% and 12%. 

It is probable that we could expect, if similar trends continued until the end of the freeze, an overall  

cost of living increase for the lower income people for the year of rouughly double that, with 

perhaps 8% as a lower estimate.  
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It is ironic that the items for which the Bureau of Statistics recorded price increases for March, in 

addition to the locally produced foodstuffs were all basic items such as bread, sharps, rice, tea, 

milk, and chicken, while the items for which cheaper prices were recorded were steak, pork leg, 

and bacon- the items generally consumed by the higher income people.  

 

No doubt the cost of living of some sections of our society is being cushioned to some extent to the 

extent that the lower income people are buying less of the "luxury" items, the reduced demand may 

be feeding through into lower prices for the items regularly consumed by higher income people.     

The undeniable impact of these increases in prices while wages and salaries have been frozen is 

that the real incomes of waged and salaried people have fallen correspondingly.  

 

The burden of adjustment, given that lower income people tend to consume the bulk of their 

incomes, is felt relatively harder by the lower income people.  

 

It is difficult to see any validity in the Government's claim that it is cushioning the impact of the 

freeze by extending the list of price controlled items. 

 

The lessening of the tax burden 
 

Equally irrelevant, and for two reasons, is the claim by Government that it is returning $5+ million 

previously paid in tax, to the people and therefore again cushioning the wage freeze.  

 

Firstly, from the long-run point of view, the government is not giving a net benefit to the people in 

removing the special tax which it had imposed as an extra burden in the first place. There isn't 

much glory to be claimed if I merely remove a burdensome stone from someone's head, when I 

myself had placed that stone there, previously. 

 

Secondly, the very purpose of the wages and salaries freeze is to effect a net saving to the 

Government after all gains and losses to the Government is taken into account. The $5+ million 

being returned to the public is far less than the amount being taken away in real terms by the freeze, 

as it must indeed be so or there would be no point to the whole freeze from the Government's point 

of view. Again, it is no consolation to the public to take away a pound from them and give them 

back sixpence (especially as the plan may be to take another pound from them: see below)¬ 

 

The Wage Freeze and Fiji's Development Plan objectives 

 

The fundamental aspect of the wages and salaries freeze must be that even if the increased profits 

were reinvested here, the wage earners would have sacrificed their savings in order to increase the 

wealth holdings of their employers. 

 

It is an undoubted reality that any economy based to a large extent on exports of a product like 

sugar, is bound to face periodic crisis in the long run, as it has over the last hundred years: it is a 

product which western consumers (our main customers) are consuming less of, on health grounds; 

there are numerous substitutes coming on to the market, the most ominous being the ones based on 

inputs available in the customer countries; there are more and more competing third world 

producers of cane sugar, encouraged in that direction by the consumer nations and their 
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international organizations;  lastly, there is the tendency for the secular decline in prices of primary 

commodities like sugar. 

 

Given the likelihood of the periodic recurrence of crises caused by collapses in the price of sugar 

relative to the price of our imports, it is essential that our Governments do not adopt countering ad 

hoc policies which fundamentally contradict our Development Plans which ought to guide our 

socio-economic policies.  

 

Speaking from first principles, therefore, it should be clear that whatever specific policy is adopted 

at any point in time, it must be compatible with and complementary to the broad objectives of 

social justice, concern for low-income people, desire to reduce income and wealth differentials, 

which are clearly enunciated in our development plans.     

 

Undoubtedly, with respect to the current controversial freeze, the Government's stated aims are also 

desirable with respect to the gap between the urban organized workers and the rural sector. 

However, there are serious contradictions in the Government's stated objectives and their actual 

policies. Secondly and more importantly, the strategy suggested by the Government, apart from its 

expenditure on development projects, may be improved upon, without the sacrifice of the broader 

development objectives.    Specifically, the burden could be lifted from those who can least afford 

the wages and salaries freeze, and placed on the relatively well-off, from whom greater 

commitment to our country's development may be asked for. 

 

Possible strategies consistent with development objectives 

 

Some positive strategies which the Government, the employers and the unions might consider with 

an eye to social justice and responsibility are: 

 

(1) All three parties return to the Tripartite Forum as it existed before the November 1985 Budget; 

that is, according to the Agreement signed in good faith by the three parties to the Tripartite Forum 

in June 1984. 

 

(2) The unions and employers all accept that there must be some sacrifices made by all economic 

agents in Fiji to ride the current crisis, with the overriding principle being that those with greater 

income and wealth, bear a heavier proportion of the sacrifice. 

 

(3) Within the Tripartite Forum, the following possibilities may be discussed: 

 

(a) employers and employees, in lieu of wage and salary increases, both increase the proportions 

paid to employees' FNPF contributions, with possibly some graduation in percentages so that lower 

income levels receive higher proportions. 

 

(b) employers and employees negotiate wage increases in the form of promissory notes, with 

varying degrees of maturity, and again with graduation to favour the lower income earners. 

 

(c) private sector employers grant fully negotiated wage increases if having ability to pay the 

increases, or to grant equivalent in equity shares in enterprise, if unable to pay. 
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(d) if all else fails and a wages and salary freeze has to be applied, then  

 

(i) this must be on a graduated scale so that the lowest income people receive their full cost of 

living adjustments at least, with some cut-off point for a full freeze. 

 

(ii) there must simultaneously be not only a dividends freeze, but also a “profits freeze” so that any 

extra profits over the previous year's level must be either paid over to the Government as a "super-

tax" or else shared out with the employees. 

 

Are the unions themselves being consistent? 

 

In the last few days, it has become obvious that union dissatisfaction on wages policy exists not 

only with Government policies, but also within the unions themselves.  It has been voiced that the 

FTUC has been used as a vehicle of advancing the interests of the white collar workers, to the 

detriment of the blue collar workers.  

 

To the extent that the former are better paid than the latter, it is clear that if the allegation is true, 

then unions would be better advised to clean their house first before asking the government to show 

concern for the lower income people.  

 

If it is not true, then the union leadership ought to answer publicly to these criticisms.     

 

Certainly, members of the general public did not have much evidence to suggest that, in the face of 

Government and FECA obduracy in imposing a wages and salaries freeze, any strong attempt was 

made to ensure that at least the lowest income people obtained a cost of living increase.  

 

On the other hand, the ready acceptance of the same proportional across the board increases given 

by the Nichol and Hurst Award, also meant that the Unions sanctioned larger absolute increases to 

the higher income people to the extent that the top level increases were greater than the annual 

salaries of the lower income people.    

 

If unions are to expect Governments and employers to adhere to egalitarian principles, they must 

begin within their own organisations. It would be a tremendous pity, if the organised labour 

movement in Fiji were to be split along yet another dimension on basic principles or 

misunderstandings. 

 

Government claims and government practice 

 

The key argument which the faithful at the Government Summit heard and echoed was that the 

Government was concerned about the unorganized, the rural sector, the needy and the unemployed; 

that their wages freeze policy was directed towards the welfare of these groups rather than the 

privileged unionised workers.  

 

Further, the necessity for drastic action had arisen because of the disastrous fall in sugar prices. 

How consistent are these views with Government action  
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No help for rural cane farmers? 

 

Firstly, it is quite remarkable that when one of the cane farmers' representatives asked what the 

government would do for the cane farmers, the astonishing response was that the Government had 

already done enough for them by buying out CSR. Thus the very people who are in the front-line of 

Fiji's economic decline, and who bear the first blow from the fall in sugar prices, were told that the 

Government could offer them nothing more. With the disastrously low price of around $17 being 

predicted recently for last season's cane crop, it is generally acknowledged that this will barely 

cover the financial outlays already made (in 1981 the cost of production was estimated to be about 

$16, and, given recent rates of inflation, is probably around $20 per tonne now). 

 

While one may understand Government's reluctance to grant subsidies to the huge cane farming 

industry (tricky political question as to who will bear the burden of this subsidy - the tourist 

industry?) yet Government has paid no heed to past and current pleas by the rural cane farmers for 

tax relief.  

 

Are cane farmers not part of the rural people whom the Government wishes to help ?  This refusal 

by the Government to help the  cane farming sector is even more contradictory given the 

Government's stated wish to create employment and incomes. Regardless of Radio Fiji's annual 

insistence that the tourist industry is earning more than the sugar industry, the contrary is the reality 

once we take into account the amounts retained nationally and the ultimate multiplier effects of the 

two industries (one wonders why the relevant Government Ministry does not correct this perpetual 

misconception fostered by the media that the tourist industry is contributing more to Fiji than the 

sugar sector).     

 

Moreover, in terms of employment generation over the last decade, the small-holder canefarming 

industry has been single-handedly the largest absorber of employment in the economy. As the 

working papers of the FEDM document, while the cane farming sector has absorbed more than 

15,000 workers between 1972 and 1982, between 1973 and 1983, the manufacturing sector 

absorbed only 5,000; while the wholesale, retail, restaurants and hotel sector altogether absorbed a 

mere 5,000.     

 

It is an utter contradiction in Government's stated policy, that the part of the rural sector which is 

really struggling to make ends meet, which have historically contributed and continue to contribute 

the most in terms of income and employment creation in Fiji, are told they will not receive any aid 

from the government.  

 

On the other hand, those who contribute relatively little, receive the greatest benefits in direct 

subsidies, tax relief and incentives, and large tariff and licensing protection all at the expense of the 

public and consumer. 

 

Further, to the extent that the Fiji dollar is overvalued, there is a net hidden subsidy provided by 

sugar farmers and other exporters to the rest of economy, and especially to those who derive 

incomes and consumption benefits from imports, and to those who export capital. 
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The alleviation of poverty argument 

 

The Government has claimed that it wishes to help the really needy in our society. Since the needy 

in our society can only be helped at the expense of the well-off, it is difficult to see how the blanket 

wages and salaries freeze which also hit the lowest income wage-earner, will help the really needy. 

We have established earlier that government development expenditure to help rural development 

does not necessarily have to be at the expense of the lowest income wage earners.      

 

It has been documented that in Fiji, the depth of poverty is greatest in urban households although 

the breadth of poverty is wider in villages. The blanket wage freeze, far from tackling this urban 

deprivation, must indeed exacerbate it. Both rural village and urban extremes in poverty may have 

been worsened when one takes into account the following : the real value of destitutes' allowance 

has been allowed by the Government to shrink to a fraction of their original values through 

inflation; given that it is the lower income urban people who are most likely to redistribute their 

incomes to their deprived rural relations, the government's wage freeze has put pressure on this 

vital safeguard in our society; given that subsistence rural produce is purchased mostly by the lower 

incomes, the freeze may also have reduced rural subsistence incomes;    

 

It may also be noted that there were members of the Fiji Employment and Development Mission 

(publishing in academic journals abroad) who were not convinced that there was the order of rural-

urban divide claimed by the government as justification for the wages freeze. Dr Bienefield gave 

some expression to this view at the Government Summit and was unfortunately castigated by the 

Government for expressing this unwelcome view. 

 

Direct government action for the wealthy 

 

In complete contrast to the theoretical benefits which the disadvantaged were supposed to be 

receiving from the Government, we observe the numerous very concrete and immediate benefits 

being demanded by, and handed to, the employers and wealthier elements in our society.    Firstly, 

of course, the increases which would have gone to maintain the real wages of the employees, have 

been given as a free gift to the employers by this Government. This is totally regardless of the 

eventual use to which this extra gains are put.    

 

Then, the Government Summit, which had allegedly gathered to discuss the problems of the 

unemployed and the needy in our society, and which was justifying the freezing of all wages and 

salaries, however miserably low,  saw no contradiction when a  participant complained that estates 

to the value of more than $400,000 were being subjected to Estates and Death Duty of 30%.   

 

Taxation systems the world over recognize that Estate and Death Duties, with exemptions to spare 

ordinary householders with ordinary estates, are vitally necessary to prevent an inordinate buildup 

of wealth and consequently income inequalities.  Even ignoring the principle of wealth and income 

redistribution, there is no basis on the grounds of economic efficiency for allowing the heirs of 

productive economic agents in our society, to enjoy the gains made by their parents.  

 

As some current prominent politicians may testify, the progeny of successful businessmen are not 

necessarily successful in their own right as initiators. Fundamentally, bequests are not a reward for 
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any economic role whatsoever in society but reflect the accident of birth. It is economically 

irrational even going by capitalist ethics, to exempt estate and death duties from taxation. 

 

Yet, at its Summit, the Government humorously reassured the obviously wealthy complaining 

participant that he could rest in peace since the Bill to abolish Death and Estate Duties had been 

approved by  Cabinet and would duly become law.     

 

In addition, it has been also announced by Government that Gift Duties are also being abolished. It 

takes no great intelligence to guess which income groups in our society are going to benefit by this 

regressive exemption.     

 

We ought to see these exemptions in the light of how the Government treats the unemployed 

elements in our society for whom the Government alleges concern. According to our tax laws, for 

instance, while gifts are not to be taxed, expenses on university education up the age of 28 etc may 

be deducted as allowances, a low income family, may not claim deductions for their unemployed 

dependents above the age of 18 (and most of our unemployed have not found work since leaving 

school) unless mentally or physically incapacitated. 

 

Exactly the same tendency has been present in the persistent refusal by the Fiji Government to tax 

Capital Gains. As with the Estate, Death and Gift Duties, most tax systems in the world see the 

capital gains tax restoring both horizontal and vertical equity to the tax system, since capital gains 

by and large accrue to the wealthier elements in our society.  

 

There is, of course, no doubt that the Government could protect the small-time receiver of capital 

gains by having appropriate exemption levels. There is no basis in equity for not taxing capital 

gains at all. 

 

It should be pointed out that in the period since independence, there has been substantial trading in 

the ownership of land, other property and enterprises, with remarkable capital gains being realized. 

In contrast to those with regular waged and salaried incomes, which have been fully taxed, capital 

gains have evaded taxes altogether.  

 

Combined with the absence now of estate, death and gift duties, a substantial portion of the 

wealthier elements have exempted themselves from making their just contribution to the State's 

coffers.     

 

Since the structure of Death, Estate, Gift Duties and Capital Gains Taxes have traditionally been 

such as to place a heavier burden on the wealthier elements in our society, their absence suggest 

directly that the Government has no hesitation in helping the wealthy, and thus indirectly increase 

the burden on the poorer sections of our society.    It would be invidious indeed, if those in the Fiji 

Government involved in the current or previous decision-making process themselves (or the 

immediate members of their families),  have been the direct beneficiaries of the regressive taxation 

policies being  implemented by the Government.  

 

Most studies, if we take into account the recent changes in the tax system, would  indicate that Fiji 

does not have a progressive system of taxation. The Government cannot claim that its taxation 
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system shows concern for the lower income people, the unemployed, and the otherwise 

disadvantaged in our society. 

 

Capitalist development ideology without responsibility 

 

It is quite obvious from the actions of the Fiji Government that the leaders espouse some policy, 

whether articulated as such or not, of fostering the interests of the business community, the 

employers, the capitalists, in the name of development. They may present a variety of theories and 

national experiences to justify this. The usual argument is that through flow-on or trickle-down 

effects, the rest of the population will ultimately benefit. But is this likely in Fiji?     

 

It is clear from the trends in wages and employment creation, that the amount of flow-on and trickle 

down needed to satisfy the needs of our growing population is not occurring and is not likely to 

occur in the amounts needed.   

 

Neither does there seem any philosophy of treating already employed workers as part of a "family", 

apart from the rhetoric when Government is demanding sacrifices from employees.    Nowhere in 

the private sector of our economy do we find the employers taking on the responsibilities of 

ensuring that the basic needs in food, clothing and shelter of their workforce are adequately 

provided for.  

 

One could take any of the large successful companies in Fiji, whether foreign or local, and find 

employees whose families are living in shabby squatter settlements, suffering some degree of 

malnutrition, with children financially unable to take full advantage of our education system.    Yet 

these are the self-same companies whose financial success is ensured by public policy, at the 

public's expense.  

 

There are numerous  local industries which make a profit only because of licensing or tariff 

protection which eliminates cheaper imports, and forces consumers to pay a higher price than they 

might have had to pay if they were allowed to consume competitive imports.  

 

There are also numerous false "local" industries which import every input into the product except 

the finger which pushes the machinery into operation: here, the consumer explicitly lines the 

pockets of the assembly/manufacturer with no fostering of local industry. 

 

With the Fiji businessmen advocating wage reductions allegedly in order to enable them to compete 

with the rest of the world, it is ironic that they do not attempt to emulate the most successful 

industrial economy in the world today, that of Japan. While there are no doubt negative elements in 

the Japanese growth experience, one key factor enabling many Japanese firms to successfully 

compete with American and European firms has been the intense commitment which the employers 

have demonstrated for the overall welfare of their employees: not just in terms of remuneration, but 

also in housing, education and training, and even helping in personal family matters. This in turn 

naturally resulted in the reverse commitment and "patriotism" shown by the employees to their 

employing  firms.     
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In addition, one could talk at length about the another hall-mark of Japanese industrial relations - 

that of intense consultation between management and labour, with decision-making by consensus. 

In Fiji, we had begun to see some semblance of this in the workings of the Tripartite Forum. Since 

1976, this institution, to which the employers, the government and the unions were all signatories, 

by consensus agreed upon wage and salary guidelines, thus removing one of the significant 

stumbling blocks to  successful industrial relations. For the first half of the decade in which the 

Tripartite Forum was operating, the workers were in effect accepting wage guidelines which were 

frequently below the rate of inflation. They were voluntarily accepting cuts in their real wages. 

 

However, the Government unilaterally broke the very agreement which they had signed with the 

employers and unions. In the commercial world, business agreements are sacrosanct, and the letter 

of the agreements are enforced by law.  

 

It is to the dishonour of Fiji's business community that not only did they not protest at the breaking 

of the Tripartite Agreement that they had also signed, but gave all the support they could to the 

wages and salaries freeze, callously indifferent to the deleterious effects on even the lowest income 

people.  

 

It is abundantly clear that Fiji's business communities are not going to be in the forefront of 

safeguarding the interests of their underprivileged workers.    On the contrary, it would seem that 

the dominating force driving them is their self-interest, whatever the impact on their workers, as 

was evident from the proceedings of the Government Summit.  

 

The remarkable fact stands out that throughout the entire two days, not one businessman 

volunteered an iota of sacrifice which he was going to make in the national interest. The song heard 

over and over was "if you want jobs, give me more, give me more. give me even more" and "it was 

time for union workers to bear the burden".     

 

It is a source of wonder to independent observers that while workers were constantly being asked to 

make a sacrifice for the nation, the profit earners and employers were not asked to share the burden 

at all, and in fact were handed extra profits by the freeze. They demanded lower direct taxes to 

reduce their own burdens, and for more indirect taxes in order to shift the burden on to the 

population at large, including not only the unionised workers, but also the unorganised workers, the 

rural dwellers, the needy etc., who are allegedly the current concern for the Government. The Fiji 

business community wishes to bear as little of the burden currently as possible. 

 

In addition, by ensuring that estate, death and gift duties are removed, they will also ensure that the 

profits made will not be taxed even if passed on to their heirs and beneficiaries. By ensuring that 

this country has no capital gains tax, they also ensure that there is a major avenue available to 

ensure that even their profits are not taxed (that is, if they haven't already obtained tax free 

holidays, subsidies, accelerated depreciation).  

 

It is difficult to see therefore, how the benefits of the intensely rapid capital accumulation which is 

so vehemently encouraged by the Government, are ever going to flow on or trickle down to the Fiji 

public.     
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There might have been one saving grace to this whole doubtful process: it is possible that we are in 

the process of building up a nascent capitalist class, which is going to be strongly nationalist in 

outlook. Like the Japanese juggernauts, perhaps they are going to conquer the world for Fiji.  

It is unfortunate, however, that there do not seem to be many examples of this. The foreign 

companies are here solely (and without any false pretenses), to maximise their long-run repatriation 

of profits back to their shareholders. 

 

It is the local companies which give even greater cause for concern. Being "local" they receive 

favoured treatment in finance, licensing, protection, taxation and other benefits, all at public 

expense. They are frequently able to get away with exploitative labour conditions which expatriate 

firms are not able to, for a variety of reasons. Worst of all, however, there is no guarantee for the 

Fiji public, that these fatted calves will be a future source of milk for the thirsty and needy in Fiji. 

 

One extremely large "local" company with past and current ministerial connections sold some of 

their holdings and largely invested abroad. Another major favoured local entrepreneur, invested 

with monopoly profits by the Fiji Government, at the public expense, also openly invests abroad.  

 

The number of local businessmen who, by legal or illegal means have transferred some portion of 

their wealth holdings abroad, is likely to be large, especially when faced with a capricious 

government.  

 

It is possible that many of the Government Ministers may have direct and indirect interests 

(through equity and directorship holdings of their immediate family members), with some of these 

companies. 

 

I may be unduly harsh on the business community in general. It is indeed possible that there are 

businesses and employers who do not justify the criticism I am articulating. The pity is that their 

voices are not heard in the public arena, just as they seem not to be heard in the corridors of power.     

 

If the sacrifices that the lower income people in Fiji are being asked to bear are to have any 

meaning, then it ought to be an imperative that the class of employers and businessmen being 

directly favoured by the Government at public expense, take a bigger share of the national burden 

(through taxes etc.) than they have been willing to.  

 

They must also take a more active and meaningful role in protecting the welfare of their workers 

who are the most important element in creating their profits and wealth. Only then could any 

ideology of development based on fostering businessmen at public expense, be  remotely justifiable 

by the Government. Current trends indicate little possibility of this. 

 

The government's advisers and government policy 

 

One of the puzzling aspects of Fiji Government decision-making must be the persistent pattern of 

selecting only those elements of advice from their experts which the business community in Fiji 

would accept, and rejecting any element which the wealthier classes would be too much injured by. 
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We have observed this pattern with the Government's reaction to the FEDM, and we may also 

observe the same phenomenon with their treatment of advice from the IMF.    From the manner in 

which the Government's Summit was conducted, it would seem to be clear that the 

recommendations and the Report of the Fiji Employment and Development Mission were a key 

element in the Government's justification for the wage freeze.  

 

Yet it is ironic that the leader of the Mission at the Government Summit (Dr Bienefield) expressed 

his unhappiness at the misinterpretation and misuse of his Mission's findings (Verbatim Report of 

the Proceedings on the 4th February : pp 52-58; and pp 33-38 of the Second Day's Proceedings).  

 

Dr Bienefield expressed many views at complete variance with the official Government and FECA 

line: that wage earners were being incorrectly and unjustly indicted as exploiters and problem 

causers for rural dwellers; that the findings of his Mission did not indicate a labour aristocracy 

holding the nation to ransom as the Government Summit was intimating; that even the case for a 

wage restraint was much changed given the growth that was recorded for 1984; that the Public 

Service problem of automatic annual increments building up to an undue burden was quite a 

separate issue from the Tripartite Forum and the wage bargaining process; that it was unfortunate 

that both the Fiji Employers Consultative Association and the Government had singled out health 

and education as areas of public spending that needed restraint when it was precisely these areas of 

spending which built up productivity, as the example of Japan indicated. 

 

Dr Bienefield pointed out that while the private sector were demanding more and more incentives, 

their performance did not seem to match up to the benefits they received : in the 1970's when 

markets were buoyant, company taxation in Fiji was low, incentives were relatively favourable, and 

when labour costs were not rising appreciably, there was little, if any, systematic increase in 

productivity. Clearly, management and business decisions were at the crux of this failure and 

needed to be examined, rather than the nature of labour's involvement. 

 

Finally Dr Bienefield suggested that the rentier class of people (those holding financial assets) were 

a very large group who had been receiving historically unprecedented returns, and  "have had no 

part in sharing the difficulties that we have been discussing in this forum for two days now".      

 

Even the fairly conservative International Monetary Fund advisers to the Fiji Government have 

pointed out the regressive elements in Fiji's tax system: absence of capital gains tax, heavy 

incidence of indirect taxation on certain items and light taxation of 'duty-free' goods, and, of 

relevance to our discussion, the more effective taxation of wages and salaries compared to non-

wage and non-salary incomes 

 

Some of the more progressive IMF recommendations  which apparently have not been acted upon 

by the Fiji Government, or where the Government has done the opposite, include the following: 

that the hotel-turnover tax could be raised without reducing the competitiveness of Fiji in the tourist 

market; that local purchases of "duty-free"  items be taxed at higher rates; that petroleum and 

petroleum products could be taxed at a higher rate; that indiscriminate import duty concessions be 

examined to assess their effectiveness in achieving the hoped for benefits; that estate and gift duties 

be retained as a part of Fiji's tax system. 
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On the other hand, there were a number of regressive IMF recommendations (greater import taxes, 

sales taxes, no comprehensive taxation of capital gains etc) which have appear to have found favour 

with the Government.  One indication of this was given by the Government Summit Communique.     

Despite the obvious policy recommendations which would stem from the Government's 

Development Plan objectives and the advice by the "experts", it would seem that the Government is 

deaf when the interests of the needy call for action.  

 

The Government Summit adopted a Communique which had one remarkable section which had not 

been based upon any substantive discussion in the Summit itself : the Summit apparently concluded 

(Section 11) that the "present level of taxation was considered to be too high (for whom ???) and 

that consideration should be given to shift from direct to consumption based indirect taxes".   

Elsewhere in the Communique it was observed that the views expressed in the Summit would be of 

assistance to the Financial Review Committee. 

 

Yet the questions remain : the Government and the wealthy elements of our society (as represented 

in FECA, for instance) claim taxation was too high, presumably on the wealthier elements. 

Academic studies as well as advisers to the Government suggest the opposite, that the burden on 

the lower income people was relatively higher or that significant elements of unnecessary 

horizontal and vertical inequity exist.  

 

Yet the Government is obviously proposing to tax the lower income people relatively higher still, 

by shifting from direct taxation (presumably at the higher income levels) to indirect consumption-

based taxes which are known to be regressive.     

 

The same selective "blindness" to the experts' recommendations are evident in other areas of public 

policy as in the mix of Government expenditure. Some of the Government's advisers (eg the FEDM 

or the Government planners) suggest that for long-term growth in productivity and development, 

Fiji cannot skimp on expenditure on education which must be viewed as capital investment, and 

which issue must not be confused with the separate issue of the kind of education system which 

would be most conducive to Fiji's development,  or on health.  

 

FECA advises Government that strict economies must be achieved in education and health 

expenditures, and Government apparently agrees. 

 

Conclusion 

 

It is the pessimistic fear of this author  that within a few months time, the year's wage freeze will 

come to an end; in the lead-up to the next general election in Fiji, the Government will 'generously' 

remove the wages and salaries freeze; but by then, the latest Financial Review Committee will have 

come up with their recommendations; amongst them will be suggestions for reducing taxation at 

the higher income brackets; this will be more than adequately countered by an increase in 

consumption-based indirect taxes adding more to the burdens of the lower income people. It is to 

be hoped the Government proves the author wrong. 

 

In 1981, the author was part of a Panel which was asked to discuss the then newly  created 8th 

Development Plan for Fiji(1981-85). I then pointed out what I thought were some of the 
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weaknesses in the Plan: failure to articulate explicitly what the Government  meant by 

"development"; lack of systematic analysis as to why the market forces in Fiji were leading to 

worsening of unemployment, nutrition, housing, disparities in income and wealth; the failure to 

focus on important categories such as patterns of ownership creation and the discrimination against 

women, in addition to ethnic, regional and other categories. 

   

I had suggested at that 1981 Economics Association Symposium, that despite the criticisms, Fiji's 

8th Development Plan was an impressive document produced by our planners. Nevertheless, there 

were two aspects  which made me doubt whether the Plan was capable of full implementation. 

Firstly, there was the continuous  ad hoc decision making and policy changes in the Fiji economy 

through annual budgets, Financial Review Committees(1979), and other decision-making statutory 

bodies, which while giving the appearance of fine-tuning the economy, frequently worked at cross 

purposes with the major planning document- the Development Plan.  

 

Secondly, I had pointed out the fundamental flaw of all development plans : allocation of resources 

everywhere occurs according to the balance of political forces, and the powers behind the political 

parties; the political power of the  planner is zero, and that "the chances of the plan changing the 

allocation of resources by simple rational arguments, by common sense, by appealing to people's 

sense of national duty and so on, seem slight". 

 

It is unfortunate for our people that my fears then seem to be borne out by events since then. We 

will soon have the 9th  Development Plan, and it will no doubt be a theoretical improvement on the 

previous one. We still have our ad hoc policies which contradict our Development Plan : annual 

budgets favouring the wealthy, wage and salary freezes hitting the poor; another Financial Review 

Committee no doubt about to tax the poor more; another proposed Economic Planning Council 

which will further marginalise effective Civil Service Planning while allowing more political 

decision-making according to political criteria of the top-level politicians.     

 

It is more unfortunate in Fiji's context  that the official Opposition Party in Parliament basically 

shares the same economic ideology as the current Government. Except for anomalies such as 

increasing rumblings from their Youth Wing, the Opposition made no more than token opposition 

to the Government's Wages and Salaries freeze.  

 

This is no doubt easily explained when one looks at the class composition of the most influential 

elements behind the Opposition Party, which is similar to the powers behind the Alliance Party, 

except for slight, and economically unimportant differences in ethnic composition.  

 

The Opposition's silence in many areas where Government policy favours the wealthy would 

suggest that the interests of the rank and file members of the Opposition Party are probably as 

disregarded by the Opposition as similar elements are in the Alliance party.  

 

It would seem obvious to observers who contrast Fiji's Parliamentary parties with those of Britain, 

Australia and New Zealand, that unlike the latter three, Fiji currently does not give an explicit 

political expression to the interests of the working class.    When I received an invitation from the 

FTUC asking me to present a paper on "Development Options for Fiji", it seemed a superfluous 

exercise. It is abundantly evident in Fiji that the national development options in Fiji are well 
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articulated by the relevant sections in the Fiji Civil Service, as well by others  who hold the national 

interest as the fundamental objective of all public policy.   

 

What I hope to have shown in my paper is that recent decision-making by the Fiji Government, in 

particular, the wages and salaries freeze, is basically inconsistent on economic grounds, with the 

Government's stated objectives for the freeze. In addition, it contradicts fundamentally, the 

Government's own articulated long-run Development Plan objectives.  

 

It would seem obvious, therefore, that what the working people in Fiji need is not more 

economic arguments and plans, but a political will different from those being currently 

expressed in Fiji.    That is not going to fall like mana from heaven. 

 

 

 


